Designed exclusively for New Colombo Plan (NCP) recipients, this pre-departure session will arm you with the practical skills and insights needed to make a speedy adjustment to your host location in the Indo-Pacific.

Don’t miss your chance to connect with other NCP participants and learn how to:

- understand the importance of culture in daily life, navigate differences in communication styles and build effective cross-cultural relationships
- build practical strategies to manage cross-cultural challenges and gain valuable insights into the society and culture you will soon immerse yourself in
- understand how cross-cultural communication skills link to academic and business success
- learn how to become a great representative for Australia
- meet and establish networks and friendships with other NCP participants.

Date: Tuesday, 5 June 2018

Time: 9:00 am to 1:00 pm

Location: Central Lecture Block 1 (map ref: E19)